
THESIS ABOUT ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT

Below you will find four outstanding thesis statements for â€œAll Quiet on the Western Frontâ€• by Erich Maria
Remarque that can be used as essay starters or paper.

War is serious. The first bomb, the first explosion, burst into our hearts. Many came in with a cheerful attitude
towards life, and a loathing for death. For the first time in history, industry had appeared to make killing
efficient. As a writer, Remarque unknowingly left his novel open to readers with completely different
perspectives, and to various forms of criticism. War is the worst thing a human being can go through. This
way, the author provides his reader with the meaning of human nature in terms of its manifestation in the
context of war, where the animal instinct takes quite a considerable place. What will I have accomplished?
The main character in the book, German soldier, Paul Baumer, embodies the cost of war before he reaches his
ultimate fate. They are busy with looking for shelter, food, and clothing. The novel focuses on a young
German soldier and the predicaments he encounters in during his life on the front. If you have to write an
essay on the book there are a few things to keep in mind. His descriptive writing portrays the graphic details of
reality, leaving the readers of the 20th century in shock. He adored his mother, Anna Maria, but was never
close to his father, Peter. You can decide if the war being fought is a war of dignity and glory as everyone
would make it out to be or if it was a battle of death and gore The world is never the same after a war. One of
the most devastating wars of all time would be that of the First World War. You may contact our writers via
chat anywhere and anytime. His patriotic slogans and bullying inspired Paul and his class fellows to go to
fight. It has been a popular choice for essays for many decades and shows no signs of fading away.


